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0
t-To#y : . . . to get some range in time . To begin with, and

sore rnnge of influences . And if. you think there are sore

people who have innut :in it or who have inspired you . I

thin-± period .W.

Bill : I remember, that's true . There I was at the . . .

Uoody : I would be interested how that ever happened .

caught , you in the

B ill : Well, you caught it fairly late urhaajI was at the

rxploratorium, I was .a curator there . .

	

� _
S h,%A 04 16 t45 00dL

before I v:7ent there,.,a reall "i lar^e console that made

complex color lissajoux patterns :* ,fultiple locked oscillators

quite beautiful . They'd been used in a couple of different

applicadlons . 1xmax But I made a large console that would

generate great families of them . You saw that .

and pseudo-three dimen'sional shapes . i alurays thaught they were

Woody : Yes . Where were you at that time?

Bill : :?hen I met yo

	

was at the Exploratorium, as curator .

Woody : WEre you employed?

Bill : Sure . I was the curator .

Woody : Was that the technological section? Fhat was the

section?

Bill : I think my title was "Technical Curator ."

Woody : And how did you Act to that title?

	

-

Bill : I was vorl;ing on the peninsula at Sy^netics and -I-4e4-

rlrrsrci e~wrrl-rt-.~.'.-.. for a long; tipie prior to that. I had been

working on this color lissajoux; display,... .

	

essentially

wide band x-y color oscilloscope ._
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`,JAOdy : Did you use a standard television tube?

??ill : "es
I
1-+f,. bur T ,

	

f.

	

. . I got

the idea . . somebody else _n "ew York had done it long
~..--

before I me, and I saw what he had done .

117Noody : Do you recall the name?

Bill : I do not recall the nar+e, but he was well knovm .

T ,7oody : Sid 'usher?

Bill : It could ha%"e been him, or somebody like him . But

I saw this device, I think it was in 67 or s 66 . .

Mrs . . 65 .

tat you are describing?

made at the time .

fitx Woody : You saw this in somebody's place? .
an olct

Bill : Yeah, somebody's #xzPx apartment, a/friend of ours .

[t was rather crude . What I sate was just a smear -but it occured

to me that . . . I would say 66 . . . it was rather crude

and the bandwidth : . .

	

t I could see instantly what it was .E
It was an x-y display . So I decided to do it rigorously

Woody : In what context? Through whom did you meed this person

Bill : Larry Shaw was the person who was instrumental .

errs . : Rozehect x'axss They have a friend. who happens . to be

the daughter of the published of the New Yorker, and I don't

know who that is .

TJoody : Can you 'give me one name .

-Bill : I can tell you what the TV was . It was a general Electric

early general electric portable . It was the cheapest one they

. Mrs . I think that was T),tisv rardinc .

Bill : Daisy, she's married to Sandy Bull, right? Sandy Bull's
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sister .

T"Ioddy : Are they still living in New Yorkk City?

Bill : I don ;",t know .

Woody : . T"Tho hnows them from people ve know .

will : Ch, I'd have to look . . . Anyway, the technical .

echnically I saw that it was kind of a nice concept,xhurxzt

and'the set would switch'back and forth .

	

. . . When I

developed it I impeoved the deflection amplifiers to give a

really good response and I developed a system of color modulation

which I have a patent on . Ak

	

t painted color on

th surface according to the convoItition .of the surface You

get these,verv beautiful . . . You saw it when I had it .

Woody : You have mostly based on circles display, but you have

multiples of circles .

Bill : t?e1]:, it could be squares, circles . '. .. (I also have

some 16mm film that shows it in motion)

Woody : 7hat control modes do you h l on it?

Bill : In fact, the synthesizer that I built is now over at

the Ta Exploratorium . I donated it .

Woody : It's the original?

Bill : It's the one you saw when you were there

Woody : Which version was that?

Bill : That was the last, the finalx wolution .

in

Woody : Vhere are these versions?

Bill :[?ell, one of them's in my hack yard getting ready to go to

the dump ri4ht now . The first one . I almost loaded to it into the



anything like that .

t-'oody : I-'hat was the heart of it? .

terms

Bill : Yeah, it was monochromatic . The thing is that the

monochromatic versions 7"yere'beautifyl . .They were . very lacy and

sharp . They hari a very sharp trace on the electromagnetic

CRT . And if you can deflect the beam, which is very difficult,

it takes a lot of power and very good amplifiers to deflect an

electromagnetic CRT, when you can do that it turns out . .

when you really try to equalize the amplifiers you can get

beauti£ul. patterns . Even from voice or recorded music or

modulation designed to fnl T n v the

	

f,

It -forms natters sometimes which are

are impossible objects .

Woody : You can generate objects .

Bill : Tat's true, objectw which are not even impossible in

of their contraries (??) .r tried to . . .

Woody : Youvmplifiers must have been capable of being

in a way that they could follow a square or a circle . There

must have been some very good modulation . .

Bill : vcly PuwuLiut amnkziiers .

I-TOOCIV : That means ttrat these amplifiers were capable of

various modes . Did you have names forthose things?

-Bill : Well, def-leeLion , -i	M'P.

modulated

acceptint,

IIearn-Vasulka, nat"e 4 side 1 r)69

trailer today. `

Woody : It wns monochromatic?
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T'oo(ly : Ye .2F1, but you dic?n" t ?iave a particular lan^ua~e

developed?

	

'

."Jill : For that? I don -,t thin)- that I 1ha.d . . . I usually

stic:; to tire conventional endineering names for thin-s . I feel

comfortable clita those .

Uoody : For example, you would use multiplier, or amplifier, or

color modulator?

Bill: ?r color riodulator .

	

-- of-the terry.

ill ' f' .ers-, -j color

	

toy, I did ~ multiplers,.' sCiia~ -

circui ts, scale root circuits . You see, the badic trick is that'

ttt.	unc ion or Me velocity or the trace as it

xPA tfie red end of the spectrum, You lt

acco c_ing

	

o

	

7e actual ve oc ty o

	

he trace on' the screen .

~f the dot as it was Mav

	

- ours .

hand out in a really interesting uar.

Woody : I see .' r:e color vas specified by the velocity of the

trace . T1ial eans that your set was R-G-"!)m? Standard n-I:G-B .

Bill : Oh no . It taas R-G-B at the-guns of course, but I had . . .

I used several techniques to trace a circle in the chrominance .

Nov I know much more about it and I'm kind of embarrased at the

way*I did it . But, I did sirnly make a vector that rotated and

it gave R-Y, B-Y axes rotated as the vector rotated in that

plane of R-Y, B-Y . And there wns a luminance component ti1hic)i I
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wasn't too careful . about . But the vec4vr would rotate as a function

of the speed of the trace . Thea absolute velocity . To measure

the absolute velocity was very simple . I had the x velocity

which was the equivalent of the differentiated signal into

the .' amplifier . And the y velocity, which was a function of the

differentiated signal into the Y . So giving, those two

velocities, all I needed to -do was to take the squre root of

the sun of the squares and I would have the absolute velocity . .

Woody : Is this or aper?

Bill : It's fully described in the patent .

tdoody : "ow we alive reached the th-ird version or second version?

Bill : I-haven't worked on it .for,

	

ten years . I' r? sorry, it hasn't

been. t'iat long . It's been about six or- e -ykars since I've

done a thing on it . Becuase it was such a dead end . I found it

was quite interesting and beautifti but, first of all it l?ad

no conmerical application, becyvse I found tMt people in special

effects, in film or advertising, all have very tried I ana true

techniques that they sticl: to . They don't want anybody coming

and disturbinn
in $Bxdistuuh their nice game . That's very difficult . I tried

to break into advertising and I found that I was not very . skilled

at the politics of it,for starters . I had a terrible tine .

r:'oody : "ayUe you could sl:etcll very briefly your background .C,

You have a degree?

Bill : Oh yes, I have a degree from the IIniveris of. California

in electronic engineering .

tdoo<ly : 1,71iit was your hobby?

	

. .

Bill. : El.ectronics .

	

1's3

	

.
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;Toody : It wasn't particulary visually oriented?

getting the color version .

Bill : 'Then did EAT come along?

''oody : You mean experiments in Art and Teclinolony?

ThY�ploratorium .

Woody :. It was 1 68 probably .

Bill : I guess 68 might not be too far off .

to art .

of them .

Woody : Like Shirley Clarke or Jackie Cassen?

Rill : Alan Shulman would know .

i nvolved with Video Tree America?
170

Mrs . : 'Tell, donjt forget EAT . That was right after. you started

Bill : That's right . See,-they cane along just when I went to

Woody : I see, you actually joined . . , this was your connection

Bill! A beautiful lady in New York, by the name of Suzanne Ciana

was very much involved ".rith EAT at that time . She x--!as out here, not-7

she's in New York . She does commerical and ot'ler work on her

/Ruchla synth4izer . She was one of the people who, and I forget

the name of the woman, really spectacular female who was the &elder

of the group that came out . You would recognize the name immediately .

Woody : What was . this girl's preoccupation . What did she do?

Bill : She organized it out here and she's one of these showy people

and she was into video a lot . And she had a video show down at the

Museum . People would come in and they'd take Polaroid pictures

Woody : What's the position of Alan Shulmani, because lie was
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Bill : T-lela_ let me go through the chronology of it . See these were

two separate things . I never mix . them very much .

,!rs . : You were intersted in EAT because of what you were . doing'

ancl said "hey I'm doing; something too ."

Bill Except .for my background and I had learned to&evision

at least technically, I had never been intersted in television

until somewhere around the time when I met ~ome people

in. Ber/kely asked me to make a colorizer for them. People at

Video Free America . . Arthur Ginsberg, Skip Sweeney and Alan

Sliulman .

T'oody : Roar did they find you?

	

..

Bill : I guess this must have been through the . Exploratorium . Coul,,,o �

side 1
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have been EAT or the Exploratorium . So they asked me to build

this colorizer about that time-and. 't hey showed me that they had a

colorizer . l-Then they opened it up all the parts fell out . It

was a little, thing in a gray box about this big and it cost

you know, $303 and it had two knobs on it . Rind of made a

smeary color . And I said, "gee, we- could do better than that ."

So at that point I had evolved the concept of the zone colorizer .

I said what you xrant tofdo is cut the gray scale in segments .

Woodv :Into zones.

Bill : T?ell, that's a good wav to put it . It's a multi-level

colorizer., which is like a multi-level l:ever I guess . A colorizer

wliic'. : cuts tite luminance scale into sections . I . use/ the word

zone because since then I've lezrne :! the Ansel Aclars system'

a little better .

19~
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lnn.

Woody : Can 17nu deGcribe tl " nt?

	

-
Trill : Well,. he's a photogrinher and he has a technioue
whre lie . measures the luminance of what he's photographiug .and

. divides in it into what he calls zones, which I believe the
luminance doubles when you no to zones and he says that
you divic'e the total range of discernible ?ray scale into ten
zones . And it's a - logarithmic progression . . In other words it
doubles as you go . . , the brightness doubles . So, the luminance
o ..̀ a video signal can bP~6plit . in the' same way .

	

It . does t have
t,.,oo be every ti;~e tlie luminance doubles . In fact, in the colonizers

I may-e you get to. slice tire gray scale at arbitrary points .
rloodI Tfienr ationships is linear? You said so:~ethi ..̂ about Iogarithr.,ic .

. LI ll : I'm not clear about that 'to be frank with pou .
(skip a little stuff here about documentation of . zone system)
T/e concept is that rou sliceIto

	

the gray scale, essentially, I sat
doom and I said `'c~~liat's the best way toAT:e a colonizer, at that
point, and it occured to me that what you wanted to do was to be
able to assign an arbitrary color and brightness to any segment
of the gray scale . You pick it out .and you assign it . T It would
hoe the only way to, do it . So T worked o l"at and. I made one colonizer
which was terrible but it sort of. worl,ed . And I made three or four
more and started confronting the basic problems °a e`-+.j -'-' l , in
terms of the userythiA,s like gen-lock .

	

. ,
T-Toody : Let's return to this colonizer later . If I m3v ask you
who dial the first Vidium?
Bill : I'll tell you. the total story behind that . t paid for all of
it myself up to the point where I got some exposure and

xx 21;1,
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a very wonderful man naned Al Leavitt here in San Francisco,

(who later turned our to be a kind of. Pain in the ix ass)

very well knox-m entrepreneur saw it .

-'Irs . : He used to have a classical music station .

died of a heart attack .

music station inFill : Ile used to have the best classi

San Francisco, KS^R, and he was an ir-qaculate man . -111e saT- it

and he loved it, and he said we should exploit this . I said fine

and he evade a contract with xie through megotinn negotiations;

with my attorney who had already filed . . .

	

.

Woody : Do you have the documents?

.Bill : I have some of the documentation on that . And we formed

the "Color Communications Corporation" and Al put in $3C,n`1

and I put in my patent and he died . . And he left all his mon--y to

the San Francisco Foundation, which ".-vas also interested in the

arts .

	

'

Woody : It wasn't spent, the money?

Bill : No, I got the $31,nnO . I never would have been able to do

what I did if Al had lived . 'that's the funny part of it . Al

Woody : In the middle of the project?

Bill : Basically in the beginnin- of the project . And the r!oney

was in the bank and I went ahead anti built this thing you say .

But I never fad the ability to exploit it commercially like A1

would have . Al was a businessman, and he waswery successful. .

Woody : The corporation, you miglyk eventually have . :

	

.

Bill : I might have, but you never know dealing ; with these s :,arp

people . After i dealt with him I had a kind of prejudice

	

?77
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against business people . You have to-be very careful . I'rt a

technical person . I'm not a business m;Ln .

Woody: go, who sponsored the next generation?

	

--

Bill : That vas the last one .

was t'?e most developed .

Bill : Up until. that time I had done nothing .. I had only done

Tdoody

it on my own .

Woody : Is that described by other people? Is there,an

	

iterature

existing¢ on this particular model?

Bill : "o .

Woody : But. the model exists still. Lt works artdxtxxka.g ?

Bill : Oh sure .

Voody : And it's being used? People are turning knobs daily?

Bill : I don't believe they've got it set up over t'lere . Larry

Shaw was my assistant at th/e tire . He's an old friend of mine and

When I i~"ent to the Exploratorium I brought him , in . He asked me to

donate it . And Z put it on loan for a year . I think the year is

alnost Mp . I don4 believe- they've ever put - it out on the floor .

I do not :-rant it to be out on t'~e .f&oor,' becoise . things lire -that

can be really ruined if they're exposed to the public and ktndxz

kids come and turn knobs endlegsly . T meant it to he something fq,rr

an artist .Wr a creative. person . I try to make all my tools

for creative people . That's my primary impetus .

Woody : But going.back to - the question . There isn't any precise

description, there's no how-to, there's no documentation of . . .

any description that some one would be able to ?et?
300
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Bill : Oh no . I just don't axa have manuals for it because I

never produced it . I meant to train somebody to do it in the end

if it could be used commercially . I hoped it could be used

commercially and I must say, looking at i:t today, it's

	

'

a very good piece o£ enuipment .'I think it .could be . . .

were lucky enough to have some people working for' me who were

very good at what they did . They put it together really well :

1'oody : Did you know about video, so to speak?

Bill : I knew about it bec~se I'd taken it in school`. I was

a technician .

';'oody : You didn't know-about, people doinc, small format recorclin ?

itiroody : L'ell hoc-r did you stumble over this Video Free America?

.They found you at4 the Exploratorium .
.

	

whetA-jr
Bill : I'm trying to remember wit was EAT or the Exploratorium .

eras also tied up with theIt ;'as one or the$ other . You see, EAT

Exploratorium, be

the director., had a lot .of emphasis on art as yell as technology .

Now . . . that was one of the reasons that I s::e split from the

place-, because it was more oriented toward technology than art . I

wanted a synthesis of art and technology . That's what I was

willing to work for .

Woody : At the time, what were your ideas about composition?

What kind of instrument would it be . t;'oiild it be performed, or

would it be a home device?

331

se at. the beginning, Frank Oppenheimer was

Bill : Somewhat of a real time instrument . I did it*real time,
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but most of the t1hinfis, lilt-.e the Videolab, it's not
.

	

o`!rs . :You were c;,in- concerts at the Ronine Conservatory of Music .

Bill : That` s ri ht . Ch I left out a e;hole pile of things . Through

EAT' / :yet a

	

number of budding electronic music composers . Tuo,

which are ;ood frinds of mine, Alden Jancks (sp) and Martin

Bartlett . I helpdd them build music synthesizers . And when I devel-

oped the Vidium, they found it was a really sympathetic way of

'producing images through their electronic music, just directly

from their signals and getting a visual synthesis of what they were

doing .

Woody : Wmdv Did you do any performances?

T,'oodv : Is it documented?

Dill : Yeah, we did several live performances at the Conservatory .

'till : You can ask: Alden . I think it rows pu1blis'led .

(short break for- factual questions about EAT)
realiv

Woody : T'ho of the musicians got/in'tersted a little bit beyond

the average? Is there any character you ~-,nuld find more interested-

than the others?

.Bill : Don Buchla care by for a fey-? r!eetings, and of course evervbody'

knows Don Euchla . Probably the most famous of all of them . I think

David Tudor- was very interested in it . 11avid Tudor- could-tell

you a few things about EAT . The people t11at I had a lot of

fun with were "artin Bartlett and Alden Jancks . I think Alden

is probably still teaching, at t1ve Conservatory of Music in

San Francisco .

i;!oodv : T~,TIlFlt jgaS the date of the last Vidium?

Bill : I think it was 117 .
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%oody : Because when 7.7e met you i t wns already in operation for

at least a year?

Bill : I think so .

14rs . : 'laybe it was early 71 .

t.'ooc'y : llo :-y did you make the connection to Video rree America

and the colorszer?

	

'

Bill : [."el1, as your probably aware, it's a comnlttely different

medium-It has nothing to do with video, because - it's a doctored

television set . Sonavhere a&on^ the line -I snir that '`Ian June

	

gas

doin? the same Stuff in ,,e-,- York. and I had a couple of laughs .
it

	

in a
. In

6R
I guess th--= was t1l:xt TV ^,uide, his version of it, which

was hind of anarchistic .

	

"

	

'. .

	

�

	

.:

	

t . ~-~ Suzanne QC'd."f^'16)

is ~7ell accuainted Tr4.t`i *?:1:n June and she- introduced n..e to hire .

It's the on11T time I ever met him . I ","as on a trio to fix an._

	

yh

old. colorize.. is X73 probably.

	

n New vor'."_ City . I Just ran into

her on a corner, you know you do that in Nee- Yo-'K

	

And she

y~J t-4 giving a concertt and :'??n June cane along and introduced n..e .

I only mentioned that because he i.-as doinc; the sane, he was

also doin^; this lissaious thin- with. a TTi set .

1?oody : you hadn't Net Abe, by any change?

Bill : I never net him . I heard

	

that he's been in

and out but I understand he's in Japan or something, or was .

(break here

	

420)

	

.

425 : But how it got over to video was just .

	

. the thing t'iat

really made it happen was, the Vidco Free America poopl.e came

:~ncl nslced rte to make a colors zer . And then I Gearchec'. and analy~fl:l



~

	

t.'c,irn~ . .i .v;u~ .:a

	

c,

	

'>Ve 1

	

..

_

	

..ven
:aaat was *really nee('e~?, w~Ic'. ; fs' T-rllat .7 do . /j", t that time t irld

been -TOrkin<? r-7i .th 'trusts enou -(1 to try tr? tnlk to tile'.'.'. f

	

2

vhile aril second -uess w'Zat t'lev really neec'ed . '.:hat controls .

T-ould give them the most freedom. So, the concept of the multi-

level color er may have been (lone by other neople, but as far

as I was concerne(l, it was orig-nal

Woody : There are a few colonizers before you, but they are -costly

continuous hue modulation .

Bill : Yeah, another thing +"as the hue saturation an.a gray . I decided

that k--Rx even though it i-*as much harder to do than :RmR R-C=-13 or

the other approaches, that that was the most effecfi-ve in terms

of human engineering, what people could. do . So I decided to do

it at that way . And that lead to more complex circuits and more

difficult circuits, but that was mana;able in the end it became

not too hard .

Woody : So let's say the zoning . . .

Bill : Tba was my idea .

	

.

Foodv : Nova what you're saying is the addition, to mix in the

luminance . . . or tiTliat are you describing now as more complex .

Btki-7aht would you find olit as extra features t:Tat you ad('ec!

into this . Becuase the zoning is probaihly the most crude way .

Bill : Adjustable zoning . It's a (question of being able to set

the breakpoit .on the gray scale that you see on the sliders here .

You set . the point where it breaks into a different se mcnt

of the gray scale . Talit way you can senarate out . So some of hte

min ideas whre zmnl.n; the gray scale, cutting it into zones .

'474
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=eneratin9 a totally lynttietic image by .neaps of ,

F~ .

sa.turatian and "rav _ And beinf; able to aeix that in

arbitrary hire

	

,
( end

varying amounts . . . .

	

end side 1)

side Z ~~

	

..

v

	

ther colonizer that joesn't have variable hardness

male ano

on the transition points :

r,?oody : The zoning becare a sort transition "

	

-

	

" .

	

.

Bill : A smooth transitio4between-zones .

'r+- tTould be a knob or

_

	

feature.-

	

.

goody: That would be an extra
.

would it be a si",itcli?

.J i. LL(3SS, TI?e videolab, which. is still the best colonizer

hill . jard

.

	

I've made,as has a variable ed. e 6,n e~.ch edge . «en you take some-

. . .

	

t

	

u slice it three times you get four parts . So each

	

_ .

~hing anc. yn

tlese fray points is controllable in its hardness

of

	

.

	

. .

(short . breaf:)

woddy : This z was an accumulation of all the experiences go far?

is truly a natilral result, but I' 11 tell

Bill : It

	

u hoc taut

should first say that I went "

	

through a series

happened . But I. .

.

	

of colonizers

~.Toodv "

	

icy it

	

tltzv don` t we Ro through that . Ttia~means . that
the

.

	

zer was requIsted by Video Free Ameica

first colari

	

. I l:r_oce the

first machine is still there .

Bill : Its 'till there . Did you see it? It's in a big piece of

Alan shulrlan built it no'%
wood .

Wnndv " [}Itat happened since that first machine : That ~.±1s , ~~'hat
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year?

Bill : T'think it was 72 I guess when I first made that one . And

then I went to c-"ori-, for .

U'oody : Vho paid for this tn.nchine?

'Ji_ll : I donk know if thev paid me at all . You see at EAT I

ha "' gotten into just desi ning things for artists

1 ethem . build it . I didnAt mind, bec)M

	

it's eas "j, . I -can sit do,..-n
A

a nd design something in 10 minutes, -usually . And it's fun . And I

was getting a lot back from people because human v4lues was really

a nx nice trip to deal with attists, being an engineer. So I

think I probably did the first one for .free, and that was the

prototype - breadbosrd =2 that you saw . And then I eventually

developed . . . at this point I started wor'cinr for another

company in per'-elev called Cinemax and ~-e were generating a snecia1.

effects film, an automated _f{.lm 'machine, which .turned out to be

a big failure . .

100 colonizer :

042

S

Woody : !-?hat vas it supposed to do?

Bill : This was supposed to do automated special effects on film .

Wooey : Electronically?

	

'

Rill : Electronic memory and it was . . . but a lot of optics
and

mostly and . the electronic memory xan a lot of servo systems

and zoom lenses and things like that .

Woody : Stepper motors?

Bill : I never use stepper motors . I guess we used stepper

motors on the shutter nulldown . But at that time'I met my

business partner, Itolly, and I think c,"e made our first 'todel
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to make the Vidium .

York people .

T'oody : You were already Electronic Associates of rerekeley?

pill. : ''o, w-e called it the Electronic Co-op .

I!oody : That's a second company I `tear?

	

,

rill : Tat was my first 'compzr~Y, my first in"c -pendent connanv

except for Color Communications T.,?,icll : I formed with Al Leavi tt

i-'oody : But'you were a partner there? or vice President?

Bill : You see, me and :ToIly and a couple of other people were

over at Cinemax and it was kind of falling anart . .. and

eventually I lost my job at the Exploratorium becaude I wasn't

sho,r "in up enough and I sort of disapproved of their basic

scene . T,~;tile we were at Cinemax we started what we called

the Electronic Co-op, r.,hick was that we - !.rould put stuff together

and everybody would share in the profits, and we had like three

or four people . Several - things happened .. Cinemax folded and the

other two people dropped out and there was just me and Holly

Bill : There must be at least ten o£ them around . The Model
,°°'mss

100 Colorizer .

i'oody : 'lox? many of that generation did you make?

left . Sd t,Te pursued the 50-50 policy since then . Folly Childhouse ._

After Cinemax folded, I think we made our first colonizer for

Skip Sweeney and one or .two other local people and some New

~wws eos

(chit chat here, breaks but '-'earn indicates That Gary Schroeder

has a .model 100 . Woody asks if 11 . knows Phil Gietzen and Bill

doesn't .

071
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'~rn continues : tt used a hard edged key with a four level .

hue, saturation and ;ray and a knob to mix the effects and

a norrial knob . So you mixed in the'original ..

7oody : fiat was the price?

Bill : The price was $1,300 . B:.cept when we started putting

,, en-locks and external subcarrier we would add another hundred

:'e did that for a couple of yearsor two-hundred dollars fo

and developed thin-s and in the meantine Tae started mai:ink soneI
more complex: colonizers which wn iiLmediately stopped malting

because we T4)* through a couple of generations . Of course I

taught Holly,

	

. .

	

. SIle knew nothing about wiring . things

and
J
I taught her hoT,- to do it . She would build theca, just much like

it is today. She biuilds them and I 'check them out and we split

O

	

, .
am]1rizer became .more complicated .

1
nev development in colonizers . I should "W

it for him . Lil:e I .4ust rot one for Adwar .

91

say that he

t,Toody : Phat were the extras that you dropped? Tou said that the

Bill : i,'elljometime around the time that you got your model

I sold another one to Jac?: Bice I designed that colorizer but

it Tnas sonei !lat faulty in the concept .. In other words, I was

gettin.; a little sloppy in the cloy I was huti ing pAtting tom;

thecr together and it was'too complicated for :lolly to do

properly and other things were lhzpnening that m.-ide the energy

a little stragne . It dust didn't work .. Vini"as like the last

every so often someone calls un and wants a colonizer and I make
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Woodxzxzx You had the model 200

Uoodv : At that time the company was called "Electronic Associates

of Berekeley?"

Bill : Somewhere alon- the line Holly didn't like the

	

e "Electronic

Co-on" and her father suF!gested that ~-,Te rename ourselves "The

Electronic Associates of Berekelev" which ve did .

~?oodv : ' ,7hat hind of company are you nosy?

Bill : "e're a partnership,,me ape Holly .

Woody : And what happened then?

Bill : '.Tell, right after your machine a very interesting tl:&n^

happened . Right after the machines I made for you and Jack

Dice I was a littAI)asl;amed of the way they were nut together

and I still am . I'm trying to get then out of circulation, so that`s

the way it go(4s . But a funnv t'.iin- 1lanpened .' Bill Etra an,1

Steve ^utt-called me on tl:e telephone, kind of a conference

call, and somehow they hac; gotten my nave and heard about me,

and they told me that they cmnted this and .t'iat and we talked for

a while . Bill had started out sating tku lie wanted a voltage

c ontrolled colonizer and

	

I told him via could build

him a matrix switcl ;er tk= with ina linearly nontrolled cross-
variable

points . In other words ,ou put in a4=oltave and it will bring

in that input line on that output line . So he said . . . . and

eventull_y it happened throu,glz several conversgtions between

me and Mim andWteve on the phone that they v:=anted . . . I suggested

tl;ey put it all in one . . . t?ie voltage controlled col.olriTer,

the Vltne controlled switcl;er and then sonebody came up with 121
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the idea,xitzth+_nkzx I think it was rill, they also could use

some oscillators . I guess you know that the RutVEtra uses

a lot of oscillators . And something'snapped in my heed and I

said, "' ,That you guys really want is a synthesizer. that has

all these things and is capable of :loin; all the standard

special effects ." So I sat (.Io!:m and . . . it -was really a

terrific thin; to think of, to reduce everything in video to

a few little modules that oculd be interconnected and produce

I had to ask myself, "what do you

do when you make a wipe,""what do you do when' you ^Take a key?"

AAll the standard effects .

"T,That do you do i.Then you make a split screen? " "Phat do you

do when you do all these things?" And I had already had a lot

of experience bec--- se of the colonizer. and l already had a lot

of experience becaug I had made a kzt^x lot of voltage controlled

stuff f4he music,
+
arfsts that I had been working with .

Yo1h,
ee,

I was really steeped in voltage control .

	

. .
Room

II t;'oody : Do you have a list of those effects in this black-

book? All the effects you are seeking or were uniting?

September 7, 1975 . Here's the video switcher that I designed for

1?tra . He wanted a 10`) point matrix video switcher . Th vas July

never materialized . The earliest thin! I find in here from that .

This is i'Fhat W1s SLMPOSOd to 1)e :1 hio switcher . This is what

rill : Let'me see if*I can go back into the early black books here?

of 75 . And I had already made the front panel sketch . The switcher

A1wnr now sells as a hip switcher . I could have devolooed this but

. . . people were asking rae to do it . I think the first really

important thin!, here. is th#s (lesi rn for the hundred point _

	

153
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matrix, 1'1 in-l!? out . Pventua.lly he didn't want it . He wanted
-

	

z'll

soc~etlii.n~ none and I said "Took, I'll tell vou T-rhat .wut it

all together in one box or two boxes and then I'll sell it ."

='e said "Terrific ." ! I said, "OK, you'lll have oscillators,

you'll have a-r.--ntri-_ switcher, you'll ILave a colorizer and you'll,

:be able to generate all the standard special effects ."

TtTOodv . .lust going back to the matrix, it was

(break here, while lT dxplains VC matrix .

mill : . . . when vou nut a voltage in at the cross Doing .

<<Toodv : a voltage.activated cross-point .

Bill : That's right . Linearly, it's a tT7o-q1uadrant- multiplier,

T"Tn .c?Z is to sir- t'1.-;t the 'arnlitucle of t', ,a input voltage brings

up t'+ie outaut nroportionaliry . .

T'oody : . ^"; the way, is this boor. publishable? Even:u^l1,T .

Bill : yell . there are proprietary thin--s that I'm still trving

to xk mil.^ ;! buck out of, Taut certain1v sorethin

	

t?-1i s old,

vou co~lld . . . but you'd have to tell me i .̂ more C'etail !"h-it

vou' d like to clo .

!?oodv : Por t'ne future, just inquiring .

Bill : M, kever/fader . Four level variable gain keying . I was

thinking about it even then . A::i T_ guess we called ourse'_ves
even

EAB/in Ausust~75 . This was a kind of switcher that somebody

wanted, a very interesti,

	

SEW %ut I never built it .

Here's ,-cre I started builcli ",n! CIO 7iloolab I.:ilic",, I T;Tould 3uess

T;a^ fcntenlber o±' 75 . ?'.ore's my write un of T.'hat the system SS1001

?1c . . August "3 of 75 . } 'There ara t'lree types of si:^,mils in
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Aneed a little .

core

the Slideolab system, lo.ric, control and video . Logic si-nals
are zero ant! plus five, later they T-Tere 0 and + 2 .5 ; control .
inputs are either. unipolar or bipolar, that's not true, their
now unipolar only. So that there are small changes in that .

I saTd<:~ :;~: set t'ie su:-~systems : linear keyer,
colonizer,,,

keyer

and special effects control sources, output mixer/fader . They

Woody: Do you have any memos between Bill'and you, or was ft

all informai?

	

.

Bill : It was all informal . Here's what happened . I'm ..trying to

find the exact date . Here c7e are in August 31, 1975,. Uhat happened
was, after s? ne^otiation on the , phone he said, "!.niv don't T
cc:ie out and tall: to lou?" I said "01;, I'll have a panel drawing
ready for you ." TL.at panel drw:=inp x"as this . t'as identical to
this . It hasn't changed hardly at all .

	

(I 'skin a fete sentences)
!-Then he came out I had made the basic drawin~;/desiUn from :"hat
we had talked about. He only changed one thing . Tie insisted that

the colonizer '.-aye all voltage controlled inputs . I had wanted
to put a minimum voltage control on because ft would have been
much more cost efigective . !:'e would have been able to sell many

but lie's very uncomnr©mising so tie insisted
that we add all these . That cost me two or three months in the
d,,Psirn, so I T ,-ent back and c!-an .-ed it . Put otllen,,ise it was
just like this . !-nien he stenned off the part plane, -e h nded him-
the blueprint of the front panel . And I had never met him, of

course .

	

( ship some chit cleat hare).
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We went throu7h sev^gal generations of practically. every circuit

in the Lab . Good and bad . Some oF the early ones were pretty

darn sloppy . .

(skip snr"te stuff while Woody makes nroposition . to IIEarn .

llearn a ;;rees txxx indicates that he could make block diagrams

of the Videolab and wouldn't mind publishing it .

satisfaction an,t all ant, so

on that?

213 :

	

.

Woody : Let's go into the other kind of overall social involvement .

rv that time, c-ihen you started to . build the Videolab, did you

in any way make money for yourself? Could you actually build

it as a business, or 47as it .

Bill : Because I never got any outside money in the compa:iy, it

was very slow . And euen at this point, where the circuits in

the .Videolab itself are satisfvin- to me,. personally I feel that

they do T.That they're supposed to no:, _ we still arennt really a

huoe success or . . . it depencs on how you loos: at it . If a

tree is only six inches tall,

Bt.'s an evolutionary . tbin- . . Ta make this product and t:As company

cork, I've been goin,a very slowly add I haven't accepted any

outside money or anything like that . It's all been bootstrap

totally . It's-provic:ed aolly a good living : and xnd a lot of

a failure? :;o . I feel t1tat.4.aA-

tr'uody : rut you ha4n to hive a job on the side, you:k can't live

Bill :: I don't feel comfortable unless i have a mrtinstrenm kind

	

306
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of engineering, job . I have a family and I h.^ to be careful .

~.'ooc'y ; you axa;c have a job at

	

'erhelev?

Fill : Lawrence Berkeley Labs .

	

resides, . I became an engineer

to accept a large variety of problems and I ~-ant to be very

current and I ant to be always on tire edge .

	

And at ha~Trence

Berkeley I have very challenging kinds of circuit design .

problems in many different areas of electronics .

Woody : S:'hat is your title?

	

'

Bill : I'm an electronic engineer .

Voddy': Thre are many or few?

Lily : I dont know how many f circuit

a r e a lot of engineers and there are

designers .

t7oody : Going back, do you thin ; that Etra influenced the,

concept of. this?

designers

not that manv'circuit

we never really totally agree on who did i+at, -but I know

that I designed that panel and I conceived of the different

that came bhhind .it .

?Woody : How would you characterize him?

Bill : As a person?

the

336

are .' There

Lily: I would agree with you t'-,at he . . . and me and rill,

blocks . Aside from the matrix switcher and the colorizer, which-

he originally suggested . And I did all the details on them, also .

And I conceived. of the signal system and things like that .

And who knows how much of his intelligence was unspoken in back

of. it all . I would give-him credit for a lot of the energy
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''?o .

Pill : As a designer?

''00(1 ,1 : :10 . As a person involved in tools .

Bill : Oh - . . . Billk Etra is a video artfst and a real idea

Woody : t-'hat would his importance be?

Bill : In the machine?

Moody : No, Generally . In this machine and other,machines .

Bill : Oh I see what you're saying . I can only judge him

from my personal relationship . I get the idea that he :s

pretty well known and he's a .promoter .

Moody : lie has access to money, for example?

Dill : He has'access to money too . There's a lot of tings

that I just don't ~o . I'm strictly a technical-person .

T-'oodv : So you think he's a vehicle in fact for your ideas?

Bill . "y relationships with Bill is so conolex that it's hard

to talk about .
h~o

l,oody : I don't want you to say yes or knee. I have also th.!

same problems with P

	

him as you do or the same . . . it's

very complex. I'41 just trying, to define his . role .

Bill : I t1iink if you wanted to define his . role in the Lab

I think you'd say he asked for the oricinal one, he put a lot

of energy into it . 'I take credit for the detailed design and

also for a lot of the way the thing is sliced up . And doing

it, of course . The more I look at it I see little things that

could gave been done differently, but I would say that panel

is
364
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is nine an,], t' :e circuits . inside :ire nine . Again, I can't

. really pin lova ho-7 much of his ener ,y really Tacnt into it .

on that unconscin :i- level . So , It's conceivable thnt you'd have

give .hi-n cre "lit . or. a. lot oft' is . T'e had all that energy

'Woody : What other influences can you trace?

Ball : Don Buchla . Buc'-ila T-Tas the strongest influence I ever

had in terms of the way he die tl-:ings . If you look at this

you'll se hat it's totally similar to his svnthelizers

in the philosophy of

	

what it .does.:ontrol voltages, logic
QG

voltages, signal voltages . It's split up into three deparate

things . The only thing I didnAt do vas I used strictly

on ^uchla . (lau31tter)

banana jacks, and that's a very important point . Unshielded

banana jacks, so that you can stack them,, ~:laicll »al_es the

flow much simpler and easier . Put I t`iinl: _ tecanically

you can say that this machine could have been designed by

Woody : You see, Dan Sandin professes to the influence of l'oo . `

And your device is basically of a different generation of intel-

ligence . It's Generally kind of more . specialized Fns but

...ore compl=ex and closer to the digital bridge . Kis is, in a way,

.quite traditional .

'.fill. : ^h, he does t1zings liho not ruttin? labels on his knobs .

Foody : Yenh, but also his modulatity nnci rigidity containing

ea/ch module as the expression of the technological functions .
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Bill": This is frankly co=ercial . Th objdct of making this

was to make something for small production houses so that
to a

they could ;en-lock xhair tape machine, bring in several video

images from cameras, lock them up, put on titles, colorize,

do a number of little effects and actually use it as a small,

post-production unit . It's been done. It turns out that the

rusts were really the ones ~aho ;x-in cuckoo over it

and started ordering-.it. It's kind of a disappointment to me

but that's life .

goody : So, you'll get your glory but no money .

I'll set the money eventually.

	

.:

.

	

(skip a bit of chit chat)

454 :

Tdoody : . Have you ever written about esthetics? Even if - it.was

a toal failure or a total success?

Bill : yeah .
t'oodv :

	

-

	

could
fit : Something that you described how the tools rknutA be usedi

Bill : I have recommendations in here ((the users manual))

on . . . .esthetically I say really sit-Die things,_ like

"If you're going to colorize, donAt run the saturation

up too high, mix in the original image and overAlY the

color on . top of it ." That's the kind of advice I give in genral .

(skip a little ci.iit chat to end of tape)
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to 147, which is conti ;uous with end of other sheets .

Bill : I must admit to the grossest kind of prejudice

aeatlixg_- in my field as. a professional engineer, dealing

with digital en-ineers who are very narro-ninded about ways

to do things . I know that video can use all of these things

but I'm always comii:g up against :n7 past experiences .with

guys w'zo thought that all there was was digital . And in the

is anything . All

there is is electronics, and memory and information right now

is a terridically big thing . And it's going to be bigger .

It's taking us into a whole ne~,y kind of doing things .

'.:oody : In dic-ital there- is a hope to get a score . It would

also be some sort of security . Eor analog, it requires hi h

skill . It's not easy to .work with analog systems . Some people

get very-good at .i t by practicing . You cannot iust appArr ch
in fact

this tool and do a masterpiece . It/takes years of experience

to use analog devices . So that digital has some hope of having

a library . It . suits this easy access to library bec

	

e it's

possible . That is one advantage which digital will have because

177

these tools r-7ill be very much unique because digital tools wren'-_

so unique . These express very much the personality of the person

who created them . There's no tradition in the sense of . .

There's only traditions' experience, and skill twill die with

people that (lie . The operatcbrs or artists that master it . It .
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Pill : °.ut a natc'=h, all voua have to do is take a picture of

it or you can describe it di,^,itally . It would he easy to

encode a patch . I thin': that mi '-tt tale, maybe, only ir') bits

of infornation to code each of these patches_ Suppose more,

suppose a thousand bits . You:; %now, that's nothing .

l'ooc?y : That's an interesting thought, You ho. better acid a
.

	

that
score module and then-T,;e can talk about something vm/can pass

on this kind of. experinece . But it's very hard to expect that

kno~."ledge be accumulated . hat's domething for you to think about .

How to pass it on . "t?ow to assemble a library that is craft oriented .

A library that is of the craft of this tool .

Bill : Software .

Woody: It doesn't'have .to be'called software . But it's something

like software ..

	

,

Bill : It's a good term .

	

.

195 --end

	

.
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Hearn :

	

I think about the person who made organs for Bach, the person

/who designed and built them .Andwhat I want to do, what I really lust

to make machines that are so clear to a creative person

that they can use them . hat it

as an artist . AT* I got that from working with the-

EAT, the Experiments in Art and Technology . Where I began to talk

to these people and get a little glimpse of their creative drive .

And it just gives me a te4rrific thrill when I see someone like Ernie

Gusella in New York who') Joing truly creative work with JfVideolab .

And it's always in the back of my mind whenereir I make a new one . .

It's like putting the keys on an organ or how many pedals, f or

how many stops, how close they are to the keyboard . What's the

most elegant way of giving tool control to the person who's using

it .

Woody : So, you consider yourself as instrument buildee?

Hearn Yeah, That's exactly what I do .

	

dzs~isBx* Undoubtedly,

some of these guys could play the organ, and I can run a Videolab

a lot better than somebody who's never tried it, but I'm not as

good as a lot of guys . Etra's faster than me and a lot better .

Ernie Gusella and other people, Howie Gutstadt is really, really

very to advanced o~he machine . That's the way I look at myself and

I feel good about that . Someday I'd really like to get started doing

after is

and give them so many possibilities

~ J e.S
them freedom

th other side of it, the crative side .
want to

Woody : So you/eventually also make your own work?

Hearn : I'd like to give it a try .

Woody : Is thenany ambition of-rear to actually work or produce

art?
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Hearn : I'm so happy with the circuits . I get incredible satisfaction

out
to

f some of these drawings .

Woody : You mean Abu provide something for the people?

Hearn : And I get the satisfaction . . . Well you never know . I~ou

look at this, I'll try to pick one . T.J you look at some of these

drawings there are years of work in the background of these things .

And when I sit down and draw them it's like there's nothing but me

and this piece of paper . This is the new Lab . And I just, actually

it's like a real thrill, that's a creative shot in the arm whenever

I s= sit down and make something new . Especially knowing that people . . .

And you see that there all drawn so that they can be easily built .
The I . C . s 14'
These-things are all put out in place right next to each other and

the signals can be traced very clearly, and to me it's Pike a creative

expression . So I get enormous satisfaction just out of this end of it .
i
Not just the

	

of the detail, I/go down into the details

as far as . . . I Bind that you have, to be successful, you have to

get involved with all of the details by very . . . you have to be very

careful and get down everything, follow every detail . But then you can . . .

make the drawing and the I .C .s are

are clear and the parts are all well

So to me, this is my xxz= creative

kick. Eventually, sure, maybe if I get tired of it, I'd like to . . .

but to me it's enought of a thrill to see somebody doing work on it, like

Ernie or Howie . . .

BeadY~-i+l~at-fascinates-mrabet~t-it-Ya-hen-things-get-creased---

after you conveive of it you just

all in place and the signal baths

known and predictable and . . .

X 3V,-C41L~
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discontinuous, from Side 3, 4181

Woody : I'm curious, because there is this confrontation with digital

Hearn : Oh digital, ah yes .

Woody : And then after that there will be some . . .

Hearn: I've been known to get very salty and unpleasant about digital

because as an engineer . . . you have to understand that I'm an industrial

type electronics engineer running with some farily heavy people .

And it's been my experience as an engineer for fifteen years that there's

always some guy who says "Digital is the way it is, you can do everythinj

digitally and that the world is digital and that it is all going to

happen tomorrow and it's all going to become digital"and stuff like

that . I learned digital .

Wife interjects inaudible stuff

At the tab I interface all of the sensors to their computer, in and

out, at the Rad Lab . And they have a giant computer that they stuff

everything into And it number-crunches everything and then they have

to get it out . But out in the interfaces where the difficulties

are, and getting information in and otit, the software for

the information when it's in . It's not as simple as digital,

you know, as digits+-people think .

Woody : Whet-9e So what you feel is the most sensitive parts . . .

Wife interjects inaudible

Hearn: *xX Oh yesa, at the Lab they have these big accelerators

and the physicists run them and some guy got the bright idea that

you could just put it all into a computer and work it with a teletype .

And you tune all these big magnets and stuff and the accelerator

and drift tubes and things like that . And there are maybe 200 variables
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in this linear accelerator that people have to tune . So they put hall

into the computer and they took away all the knobs and they gave

them a teletype and they said, "Here it is folks ." And the physicists

came in and said "Where are the knobs??" They wouldn't touch it if

1
it didnhave knobs on it . Finally the put the knobs back and they

put an
t
A
`
/D converter on every knob . Theat's why knobs are on here,

becasue it's a knob machine . In Xk terms of human engineering I think

that's / really important thing . People have instant access, it's

I4actile, it's some thing . . . you know, through their fingers,

the interface is clear . Some people have the interfaces through their

minds, they make a program . I've seen some of your stuff . To you

it's not a tactile thing, it's a mental thing . You put it in and

it makes it .

Woody I come from such a tactile background . T/sed to play violin

and all those things* . I know it can be done wthh the hands, that's

not a dilemma . But it can not be done with the head only, that's what

challenges me tremendously .

Hearn : It can't be done with the head only, you want to do it with

just the head .

Woody :You still have to compromise, but there is no preference .

We are all going into digital just to bounce back or bounce in

the middle . Dan continuously holds that there will be a hybrid system.

Hearn : Why yes, that's all there is .

Woody That's right . He is making extreme sense .
f ".L

Hearn: I agree with him 100% . Hybrid is the only . . .

practical system is a hybrid system . There is digital and analog

in the Videolab . But it's basically analog, I have to agree with you

on that . But even a system that's basically digital has to have a log of
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A/D on the inputs and outputs .

Woody : It's hard to predict, digital is now trying to . . . there

is an enormous investment in the components and everything . And

people hope that that's going to solve something . But eventually

as far as image is concerned, it hasn't made much change so far .

But I can foresee xkxx that there will be a few more effects that will

be generically . . . like especially in the transition between two

images . It's not a single image, you can do everything on a single

image in analog systems (???), but transition . . . Z???????)


